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suffered by conventional FH. Second, we enhance the antijamming property of CFFH by incorporating the space-time coding
(STC) scheme. The enhanced system is referred to as STC-CFFH. Our analysis indicates that the combination of space-time
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1. Introduction

Mainly due to the lack of a protective physical boundary,
wireless communication is facing much more serious secu-
rity challenges than its wirelined counterpart. In addition
to the time and frequency dispersions caused by multipath
propagation and Doppler shift, wireless signals are subjected
to hostile jamming/interference and interception.

Existing antijamming and anti-interception systems,
including both code-division multiple access (CDMA) sys-
tems and frequency hopping (FH) systems, rely heavily on
rich time-frequency diversity over large, spread spectrum.
Mainly limited by multiuser interference (caused by multi-
path propagation and asynchronization in CDMA systems
and by collision effects in FH systems), the spectral efficiency
of existing jamming resistant systems is very low due to
inefficient use of the large bandwidth. While these systems
work reasonably well for voice centric communications
which only require relatively narrow bandwidth, their low
spectral efficiency can no longer provide sufficient capacity
for today’s high-speed multimedia wireless services. This

turns out to be the most significant obstacle in developing
antijamming features for high-speed wireless communica-
tion systems, for which spectrum is one of the most precious
resources. On the other hand, along with the development of
wireless communications, especially cognitive radios, hostile
jamming and interception are no longer limited to military
applications. Therefore, a major challenge in today’s wireless
communications is how to design wireless systems which are
highly efficient but at the same time have excellent jamming
resistance properties?

In this paper, as an effort to address this problem, we
propose to integrate the frequency hopping technique into
highly efficient communication systems through a network-
centric perspective. Our approach is motivated by the
following observations.

(i) Orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) is an efficient multiple user scheme that divides
the entire channel into mutually orthogonal parallel sub-
channels. The OFDM technique transforms a frequency-
selective fading channel into parallel flat fading channels.
As a result, OFDM can effectively eliminate the intersymbol
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interference (ISI) caused by the multipath environment and
can achieve high spectral efficiency. For this reason, OFDMA
has emerged as one of the prime multiple access schemes for
broadband wireless networks [1, 2]. However, OFDMA does
not possess any inherent security features and is fragile to
hostile jamming.

(ii) FH is originally designed for jamming resistant com-
munications. In traditional FH systems, the transmitter hops
in a pseudorandom manner among available frequencies
according to a prespecified algorithm; the receiver then
operates in a strict synchronization with the transmitter
and remains tuned to the same center frequency. Two
major limitations with the conventional FH scheme are the
following. (i) Strong requirement on frequency acquisition. In
existing FH systems, exact frequency synchronization has
to be kept between the transmitter and the receiver. The
strict requirement on synchronization directly influences the
complexity, design, and performance of the system [3], and
turns out to be a significant challenge in fast hopping system
design. (ii) Low spectral efficiency over large bandwidth.
Typically, FH systems require large bandwidth, which is
proportional to the hopping rate and the number of all
the available channels. In conventional frequency hopping
multiple access (FHMA), each user hops independently
based on its own pseudorandom number (PN) sequence; a
collision occurs whenever there are two users over the same
frequency band. Mainly limited by the collision effect, the
spectral efficiency of conventional FH systems is very low.

(iii) In literature, considerable efforts have been devoted
to increasing the spectral efficiency of FH systems by apply-
ing high-dimensional modulation schemes [4–10]. More
recently, a combination of the FH technique and the OFDMA
system, called FH-OFDMA, has been proposed [11, 12].
However, as the system is based on the conventional FH
techniques, the spectral efficiency is seriously limited by the
collision effect. Along with the ever increasing demand on
inherently secure high datarate wireless communications,
new techniques that are more efficient and reliable have to
be developed.

In this paper, we consider highly efficient antijamming
system design using secure dynamic spectrum access control.
First, we propose a collision-free frequency hopping (CFFH)
system based on the OFDMA framework and an innovative
secure subcarrier assignment scheme. The secure subcarrier
assignment is achieved through an advanced encryption
standard (AES) [13] based secure permutation algorithm,
which is designed to ensure that (i) each user hops to
a new set of subcarriers in a pseudorandom manner at
the beginning of each hopping period; (ii) different users
always transmit on nonoverlapping sets of subcarriers; (iii)
malicious users cannot determine the hopping pattern of the
authorized users and hence cannot launch follower jamming
attacks. (Follower jamming is the worst jamming scenario,
in which the attacker is aware of the carrier frequency or
the frequency hopping pattern of an authorized user and
can destroy the user’s communication by launching jamming
interference over the same frequency bands.) In other words,
the proposed CFFH scheme can effectively mitigate jamming
interference, including both random jamming and follower

jamming. Moreover, using the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
based OFDMA framework, CFFH has the same high spectral
efficiency as that of OFDM and at the same time can relax
the complex frequency synchronization problem suffered by
conventional FH systems.

We further enhance the antijamming property of CFFH
by incorporating the space-time coding (STC) scheme.
Space-time block coding, which was first proposed by Alam-
outi [14] and refined by Tarokh et al. [15, 16], is a technique
that exploits antenna array spatial diversity to provide
gains against fading environments. When incorporated with
OFDM, the space-time diversity in space-time coding is then
converted to space-frequency diversity. The combination of
space-time coding and CFFH is found to be particularly
powerful in eliminating channel interference and hostile
jamming interference, especially random jamming. In this
paper, we analyze the performance of the proposed STC-
CFFH system through the following aspects: (i) comparing
the spectral efficiency of the proposed scheme with that of
the conventional FH-OFDMA system and (ii) investigating
the performance of the STC-CFFH system under Rayleigh
fading with hostile jamming. Our analysis indicates that the
proposed system is both highly efficient and very robust
under jamming environments.

Due to its high spectral efficiency, OFDMA has turned
out to be a prime multiple access scheme for dynamic
spectrum access network enabled by cognitive radios and/or
software defined radios. By allowing the users to hop
over multiple OFDM bands, the OFDMA-based dynamic
spectrum access control scheme proposed in this paper
can be applied directly to broadband wireless systems that
consists of a large number of OFDM bands and hence
provides a promising and flexible solution for secure and
efficient spectrum sharing among different users and services
in cognitive networks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
innovative secure subcarrier assignment algorithm is intro-
duced. In Section 3, the proposed collision-free frequency
hopping scheme is presented. The antijamming features of
the proposed CFFH scheme are enhanced with space-time
coding in Section 4. The spectral efficiency and jamming
resistant properties of the proposed systems are analyzed in
Section 5. Simulation examples are provided in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Secure Subcarrier Assignment

In this section, we present the proposed secure subcarrier
assignment scheme, for which the major component is an
AES-based secure permutation algorithm. AES is chosen
because of its simplicity of design, variable block and
key sizes, feasibility in both hardware and software, and
resistance against all known attacks [17]. Note that the secure
subcarrier assignment is not limited to any particular cryp-
tographic algorithm, but its is highly recommended that only
thoroughly analyzed cryptographic algorithms are applied.

The AES-based permutation algorithm is used to securely
select the frequency hopping pattern for each user so that:
(i) different users always transmit on nonoverlapping sets
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of subcarriers; (ii) malicious users cannot determine the
frequency hopping pattern and therefore cannot launch
follower jamming attacks.

We assume that there is a total ofNc available subcarriers,
and there are M users in the system. For i = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1,
the number of subcarriers assigned to user i is denoted asNi

u.
We assume that different users transmit over nonoverlapping
set of subcarriers, and we have

∑M−1
i=0 Ni

u = Nc. The secure
subcarrier assignment algorithm is described in the following
subsections.

2.1. Secure Permutation Index Generation. A pseudorandom
binary sequence is generated using a 32-bit linear feedback
shift register (LFSR), which is initialized by a secret sequence
chosen by the base station. The LFSR has the following
characteristic polynomial:

x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 + x12 + x11,

+x10 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x2 + x + 1.
(1)

Use the pseudorandom binary sequence generated by the
LFSR as the plaintext. Encrypt the plaintext using the AES
algorithm and a secure key. The key size can be 128, 192,
or 256. The encrypted plaintext is known as the ciphertext.
Assume Nc is a power of 2; pick an integer L ∈ [Nc/2,Nc].
Note that a total ofNb = log2Nc bits are required to represent
each subcarrier, and let q = L log2Nc. Take q bits from the
ciphertext and put them as a q-bit vector e = [e1, e2, . . . , eq].

Partition the ciphertext sequence e into L groups, such
that each group contains Nb bits. For k = 1, 2, . . . ,L, the
partition of the ciphertext is as follows:

pk =
[
e(k−1)∗Nb+1, e(k−1)∗Nb+2, . . . , e(k−1)∗Nb+Nb

]
, (2)

where pk corresponds to the kth Nb-bit vector.
For k = 1, 2, . . . ,L, denote Pk as the decimal number

corresponding to pk, that is,

Pk = e(k−1)∗Nb+1 · 2Nb−1 + e(k−1)∗Nb+2 · 2Nb−2

+ · · · + e(k−1)∗Nb+Nb−1 · 21

+ e(k−1)∗Nb+Nb · 20.

(3)

Finally, we denote P = [P1,P2, . . . ,PL] as the permutation
index vector. Here the largest number in P is Nc − 1. In the
following subsection, we will discuss the secure permutation
algorithm.

2.2. Secure Permutation Algorithm and Subcarrier Assignment.
For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,L, denote Ik = [Ik(0), Ik(1), . . . , Ik(Nc−1)]
as the index vector at the kth step. The secure permutation
scheme of the index vector is achieved through the following
steps.

Step 0. Initially, the index vector is I0 = [I0(0), I0(1), . . . ,
I0(Nc−1)], and the permutation index is P = [P1,P2, . . . ,PL].
We start with I0 = [0, 1, . . . ,Nc − 1].

Step 1. For k = 1, switch I0(0) and I0(P1) in index vector I0
to obtain I1. In other words, I1 = [I1(0), I1(1), . . . , I1(Nc−1)],
where I1(0) = I0(P1), I1(P1) = I0(0), and I1(m) = I0(m) for
m /= 0,P1.

Step 2. Repeat the previous step for k = 2, 3, . . . ,L. In gen-
eral, if we already have Ik−1 = [Ik−1(0), Ik−1(1), . . . , Ik−1(Nc −
1)], then we can obtain Ik = [Ik(0), Ik(1), . . . , Ik(Nc − 1)]
through the permutation defined as Ik(k − 1) = Ik−1(Pk),
Ik(Pk) = Ik−1(k − 1), and Ik(m) = Ik−1(m) for m /= k − 1,Pk.

Step 3. After L steps, we obtain the subcarrier frequency
vector as FL = [ fIL(0), fIL(1), . . . , fIL(Nc−1)].

Step 4. The subcarrier frequency vector FL is used to assign
subcarriers to the users. Recall that, for user i = 0, 1 . . . ,M −
1, the total number of subcarriers assigned to the ith user is
Ni
u. We assign subcarriers { fIL(0), fIL(1), . . . , fIL(N0

u−1)} to user
0; assign { fIL(N0

u ), fIL(N0
u+1), . . . , fIL(N0

u+N1
u−1)} to user 1, and so

on.

Proposition 1. The proposed secure subcarrier assignment
scheme ensures non-overlapping transmission among all the
users in the system.

Proof. In fact, after L steps, we obtain the subcarrier
frequency vector as FL = [ fIL(0), fIL(1), . . . , fIL(Nc−1)]. We
can rewrite the subcarrier frequency vector FL as FL =
[FL(0),FL(1), . . . ,FL(Nc − 1)] by defining FL( j) = fIL( j) for
j = 0, 1, . . . ,Nc − 1, where Nc is the total number of subcar-
riers. Assume that we have M users in the system, and for i =
0, 1 . . . ,M−1, the total number of subcarriers assigned to the
ith user isNi

u. The subcarrier assignment process described in
Step 4 of the secure subcarrier algorithm above is equivalent
to assigning subcarriers {FL(0),FL(1), · · · ,FL(N0

u − 1)}to
user 0, and subcarriers {FL(N0

u),FL(N0
u +1), . . . ,FL(N0

u +N1
u−

1)} to user 1, and so on.
Because each frequency index appears in FL once and

only once, the proposed algorithm ensures that (i) all the
users are transmitting on non-overlapping sets of subcarri-
ers; (ii) no subcarrier is left idle. That is, all the subcarriers
are active.

The secure permutation index generation is performed
at the base station. The base station sends encrypted channel
assignment information to each user periodically through
the control channels.

The proposed scheme addresses the problem of securely
allocating subcarriers in the presence of hostile jamming.
This algorithm can be combined with existing resource
allocation techniques. First, the number of subcarriers
assigned to each user can be determined through power and
bandwidth optimization; see [11, 18], for example. Then, we
use the secure subcarrier assignment algorithm to select the
group of subcarriers for each user at each hopping period. In
the following, we illustrate the secure subcarrier assignment
algorithm though a simple example.

Example 1. Assume that the total number of available
subcarriers is Nc = 8, to be equally divided among M = 2
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Figure 1: Example of the secure permutation algorithm for Nc = 8
subcarriers and M = 2 users.

users; the permutation index vector P = [4, 7, 4, 0], and the
initial index vector I0 = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], as shown in
Figure 1. Note that, the initial index vector I0 can contain any
random permutation of the sequence {0, 1, . . . ,Nc − 1} and
L ∈ [Nc/2,Nc]. In this example, we choose L = Nc/2.

At Step 1, k = 1, and Pk = 4, thus we switch I0(Pk) and
I0(k−1) of the index vector I0. After the switching, we obtain
a new index vector I1 = [4, 1, 2, 3, 0, 5, 6, 7].

At Step 2, k = 2, and Pk = 7, thus we switch I1(Pk) and
I1(k − 1) of the index vector I1. We obtain the new index
vector I2 = [4, 7, 2, 3, 0, 5, 6, 1]. Below are the remaining
index vectors for k = 3, 4:

I3 = [4, 7, 0, 3, 2, 5, 6, 1], I4 = [3, 7, 0, 4, 2, 5, 6, 1]. (4)

The subcarrier frequency vector is F4 = [ fI4(0), fI4(1), . . . ,
fI4(Nc−1)]. Frequencies { f3, f7, f0, f4} are assigned to user 0,
and frequencies { f2, f5, f6, f1} are assigned to user 1.

In the following section, we will introduce the proposed
CFFH system.

3. The Collision-Free Frequency
Hopping (CFFH) Scheme

The CFFH system is essentially an OFDMA system equipped
with secure FH-based dynamic spectrum access control,
where the hopping pattern is determined by the secure
subcarrier assignment algorithm described in the previous
section.

3.1. Signal Transmission. Consider a system with M users,
utilizing an OFDM system with Nc subcarriers, { f0, . . . ,
fNc−1}. At each hopping period, each user is assigned a
specific subset of the total available subcarriers. One hopping
period may last one or more OFDM symbol periods.
Assuming that at the nth symbol, user i has been assigned a

set of subcarriers Cn,i = { fn,i0 , . . . , fn,i
Niu−1
}; that is, user i will

transmit and only transmit on these subcarriers. Here Ni
u is

the total number of subcarrier assigned to user i. Note that
for any n,

Cn,i

⋂
Cn, j = ∅, if i /= j. (5)

That is, users transmit on non-overlapping subcarriers. In
other words, there is no collision between the users. Ideally,
for full capacity of the OFDM system,

M−1⋃

i=0

Cn,i =
{
f0, . . . , fNc−1

}
. (6)

For the ith user, if Ni
u > 1, then the ith users

information symbols are first fed into a serial-to-parallel
converter. Assuming that at the nth symbol period, user i

transmits the information symbols {u(i)
n,0, . . . ,u(i)

n,Ni
u−1} (which

are generally QAM symbols) through the subcarrier set
Cn,i = { fn,i0 , . . . , fn,i

Niu−1
}. User i’s transmitted signal at the

nth OFDM symbol can then be written as

s(i)n (t) =
Ni
u−1∑

l=0

u(i)
n,le

j2π fn,il t . (7)

Note that each user does not transmit on subcarriers which
are not assigned to him/her, by setting the symbols to zeros
over these subcarriers. This process ensures collision-free
transmission among the users.

3.2. Signal Detection. At the receiver, the received signal is a
superposition of the signals transmitted from all users:

r(t) =
M−1∑

i=0

r(i)
n (t) + n(t), (8)

where

r(i)
n (t) = s(i)n (t)∗ hi(t), (9)

and n(t) is the additive noise. In (9), hi(t) is the chan-
nel impulse response corresponding to user i. Note that
in OFDM systems, guard intervals are inserted between
symbols to eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI); so it
is reasonable to study the signals in a symbol-by-symbol
manner. Equations (7)–(9) represent an uplink system. The
downlink system can be formulated in a similar manner.

As is well known, the OFDM transmitter and receiver are
implemented through IFFT and FFT, respectively. Denoting
theNc×1 symbol vector corresponding to user i’s nth OFDM

symbol as u(i)
n , we have

u(i)
n (l) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, l /∈
{
i0, . . . , iNi

u−1

}
,

u(i)
n,l, l ∈

{
i0, . . . , iNi

u−1

}
.

(10)

Let Ts denote the OFDM symbol period. The discrete form

of the transmitted signal s(i)n (t) (sampled at lTs/Nc) is

s(i)
n = Fu(i)

n , (11)
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where F is the IFFT matrix defined as

F = 1
√
Nc

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

W00
Nc

· · · W0(Nc−1)
Nc

...
. . .

...

W (Nc−1)0
Nc

· · · W (Nc−1)(Nc−1)
Nc

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (12)

with Wnk
Nc

= e j2πnk/Nc . As we only consider one OFDM
symbol at a time, for notation simplification, here we omit
the insertion of the guard interval (i.e., the cyclic prefix which
is used to ensure that there is no ISI between two successive
OFDM symbols).

Let hi = [hi(0), · · · ,hi(Nc − 1)] be the discrete channel
impulse response vector, and let

Hi = Fhi (13)

be the Fourier transform of hi. Then the received signal
corresponding to user i is

r(i)
n (l) = u(i)

n (l)Hi(l). (14)

The overall received signal is then given by

rn(l) =
M−1∑

i=0

r(i)
n (l) + Nn(l)

=
M−1∑

i=0

u(i)
n (l)Hi(l) + Nn(l),

(15)

where Nn(l) is the Fourier transform of the noise corre-
sponding to the nth OFDM symbol.

Note that due to the collision-free subcarrier assignment,
for each l, there is at most one nonzero item in the sum∑M−1

i=0 u(i)
n (l)Hi(l). As a result, standard channel estimation

algorithms and signal detection algorithms for OFDM
systems can be implemented. In fact, each user can send pilot
symbols on its subcarrier set to perform channel estimation.
It should be pointed out that instead of estimating the whole
frequency domain channel vector Hi, for signal recovery,
user i only needs to estimate the entries corresponding
to its subcarrier set, that is, the values of Hi(l) for l ∈
{i0, . . . , iNi

u−1}. After channel estimation, user i’s information
symbols can be estimated from

u(i)
n (l) = r(i)

n (l)
Hi(l)

, l ∈
{
i0, . . . , iNi

u−1

}
. (16)

It is also interesting to note that we can obtain adequate
channel information from all the users simultaneously,
which can be exploited for dynamic resource reallocation
to achieve better BER performance and real-time jamming
prevention.

4. Space-Time-Coded Collision-Free
Frequency Hopping

In this section, we consider to enhance the antijamming
features of the CFFH scheme using space-time coding.
Here we present the transmitter and receiver design of the
proposed STC-CFFH system from the downlink perspective.
The uplink can be designed in a similar manner.

Input bits Symbol
mapper 

Space-time
encoder

Secure
subcarrier

assignment

OFDM

OFDM

Key

...
...

Figure 2: Block diagram of the STC-CFFH transmitter.

4.1. Transmitter Design. We assume that, during each hop-
ping period, the number of subcarriers assigned to each
user in the CFFH system is fixed. Recall that one hopping
period may contain one or more OFDM symbol periods. In
the following we illustrate the transmitter design over one
OFDM symbol.

Assume that the transmitter at the base station has nT
antennas, and there are M users in the system. Over each
OFDM symbol period, the ith user is assignedNi

u subcarriers,
which do not need to be contiguous. The transmitter
structure at the base station is illustrated in Figure 2.

Initially, the input bit stream corresponding to each user
is mapped to symbols based on a selected constellation. The
constellation could be different for different users based on
the channel condition and user datarate [19, 20]. Assume the
base station uses an nT × nT space-time block code (STBC).
Note that nonsquare STBC codes [15, 16] exists, but for
notation simplicity, here we adopt the nT × nT square code.
For each user, divide the Ni

u subcarriers into Gi = Ni
u/nT

groups, where each group contains nT subcarriers, which is
of the same length as that of the STBC. For simplicity, we
assume that Gi is an integer; that is, each user transmits Gi

space-time blocks in one OFDM symbol period. (Otherwise,
if Gi is not an integer, the symbols can be broken down and
transmitted over two successive OFDM symbol periods.)

For each n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Gi}, the base station takes a block
of nT complex symbols and maps them to a nT × nT STBC
code matrix Xi(n). In other words, for n = 1, 2, . . . ,Gi,
m = 1, 2, . . . ,nT , the mth row of the code matrix Xi(n) is
merged with the corresponding symbols from other users
and transmitted through the mth transmit antenna, and all
symbols within each column (m = 1, 2, . . . ,nT) of the code
matrix Xi(n) are transmitted over the same subcarrier. The
code matrix Xi(n) is given by

Subcarrier −→

Xi(n) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

x1
i,1(n) · · · x1

i,nT (n)

...
. . .

...

xnTi,1 (n) · · · xnTi,nT (n)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

↓ Antenna,
(17)
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Table 1: STC-CFFH transmitter example.

Tx
freq.

f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7

1 x0,1(1) x1,1(1) −x∗1,2(1) −x∗0,2(1) x0,1(2) x1,1(2) −x∗1,2(2) −x∗0,2(2)

2 x0,2(1) x1,2(1) x∗1,1(1) x∗0,1(1) x0,2(2) x1,2(2) x∗1,1(2) x∗0,1(2)

where xmi,t(n) is the tth symbol of the nth block for user i in
transmit antenna m.

Note that since each user is assigned multiple frequency
bands, we are transmitting symbols over multiple subcarriers
instead of multiple time slots. Thus the time diversity of the
space-time coder is converted to frequency diversity, and this
structure is referred to as space-frequency coding [21].

STC-CFFH Transmitter Design Example. We provide an
example to illustrate the transmitter structure of STC-CFFH,
in which the subcarrier assignment is based on the example
in Section 2. Assume an Alamouti space-time coded system
with nT = 2 and we have M = 2 users. A total of Nc = 8
subcarriers are available, and each user is assigned N0

u =
N1
u = 4 subcarriers. For this example, each user transmits

Gi = Ni
u/nT = 2 code matrices in one OFDM symbol period.

Consider the nth block for the ith user, where n = 1, 2 in this
case. The space-time encoder takes nT = 2 complex symbols
xi,1(n), xi,2(n) in each encoding operation and maps them to
the code matrix Xi(n). In this example, the first and second
rows of Xi(n) will be sent from the first and second transmit
antennas, respectively.

In this example, we can drop the superscript m in xmi,t(n)
by representing Xi(n) with the Alamouti space-time code
block structure [14]. Then the code matrices Xi(n) are given
by

Subcarrier −→

Xi(n) =
⎡

⎣
xi,1(n) −x∗i,2(n)

xi,2(n) x∗i,1(n)

⎤

⎦ ↓ Antenna,
(18)

where∗ is the complex conjugate operator. Specifically, User
0’s two code matrices are represented as

X0(1) =
⎡

⎣
x0,1(1) −x∗0,2(1)

x0,2(1) x∗0,1(1)

⎤

⎦,

X0(2) =
⎡

⎣
x0,1(2) −x∗0,2(2)

x0,2(2) x∗0,1(2)

⎤

⎦,

(19)

and User 1’s two code matrices are represented as

X1(1) =
⎡

⎣
x1,1(1) −x∗1,2(1)

x1,2(1) x∗1,1(1)

⎤

⎦,

X1(2) =
⎡

⎣
x1,1(2) −x∗1,2(2)

x1,2(2) x∗1,1(2)

⎤

⎦.

(20)

Recall the secure subcarrier assignment from the example
in Section 2. User 0 is assigned to subcarriers { f0, f3, f4, f7}.

User 1 is assigned to subcarriers { f1, f2, f5, f6}. A depiction
of the subcarrier allocation for this example is provided in
Table 1.

For user 0, [x0,1(1),−x∗0,2(1), x0,1(2),−x∗0,2(2)] is trans-
mitted through antenna 1 over subcarriers { f0, f3, f4, f7},
respectively; [x0,2(1), x∗0,1(1), x0,2(2), x∗0,1(2)] is transmitted
through antenna 2 over the same group of subcarriers. User
1’s subcarrier allocation can be achieved in the same manner
as User 0.

4.2. Receiver Design. Assume that user i has nR antennas.
Recall that the secure permutation index generation is
performed at the base station, and the base station sends
encrypted channel assignment information to each user
periodically through the control channels. After cyclic prefix
removal and FFT, the receiver will only extract the symbols
on the subcarriers assigned to itself and discard the symbols
on the rest of subcarriers. The extracted symbols are
reorganized into a nR × nT matrix Ri(n), which corresponds
to the transmitted code matrix Xi(n). Thus the space-time
decoding can be performed for each symbol matrix Ri(n)
individually, and the estimated symbols are mapped back
into bits by the symbol demapper.

Here we consider the space-time decoding algorithm for
a single symbol matrix Ri(n) given as

Subcarrier −→

Ri(n) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

r1
i,1(n) · · · r1

i,nT (n)

...
. . .

...

rnRi,1 (n) · · · rnRi,nT (n)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

↓ Antenna,
(21)

where r
j
i,t(n) is the tth symbol of group n for user i from

jth receive antenna. Each symbol in the matrix Ri(n) can be
obtained as

r
j
i,t(n) =

nT∑

m=1

H
j,m
i,t (n)xmi,t(n) + n

j
i,t(n), (22)

whereH
j,m
i,t (n) is the channel frequency response for the path

from the mth transmit antenna to the jth receive antenna
corresponding to tth symbol of group n for user i. It is
assumed that the channels between the different antennas
are uncorrelated. Here, n

j
i,t(n) is the OFDM-demodulated

version of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
jth receive antenna for tth symbol of the nth group for ith
user. The noise is assumed to be zero-mean with variance σ2

N .
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Table 2: STC-CFFH receiver example.

Rx
freq.

f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7

1 r1
0,1(1) r1

1,1(1) r1
1,2(1) r1

0,2(1) r1
0,1(2) r1

1,1(2) r1
1,2(2) r1

0,2(2)

2 r2
0,1(1) r2

1,1(1) r2
1,2(1) r2

0,2(1) r2
0,1(2) r2

1,1(2) r2
1,2(2) r2

0,2(2)

The space-time maximum likelihood (ML) decoder is
obtained as

X̂i(n) = arg min
Xi(n)

nR∑

j=1

nT∑

t=1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
r
j
i,t(n)−

nT∑

m=1

H
j,m
i,t (n)xmi,t(n)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

, (23)

where X̂i(n) denotes the recovered symbols of group n for
user i. Note that the minimization is performed over all
possible space-time codewords.

STC-CFFH Receiver Design Example. We continue with the
transmitter example in the previous subsection. Assuming
that each user is equipped with nR = 2 receive antennas,
the received symbols are illustrated in Table 2. Arranging the
extracted symbols according to the users and the groups, the
extracted symbol matrix Ri(n) is given as

Subcarrier −→

Ri(n) =
⎡

⎣
r1
i,1(n) r1

i,2(n)

r2
i,1(n) r2

i,2(n)

⎤

⎦ ↓ Antenna.
(24)

Specifically, User 0’s two extracted symbol matrices can be
represented as

R0(1) =
⎡

⎣
r1

0,1(1) r1
0,2(1)

r2
0,1(1) r2

0,2(1)

⎤

⎦,

R0(2) =
⎡

⎣
r1

0,1(2) r1
0,2(2)

r2
0,1(2) r2

0,2(2)

⎤

⎦,

(25)

and User 1’s two extracted symbol matrices can be repre-
sented as

R1(1) =
⎡

⎣
r1

1,1(1) r1
1,2(1)

r2
1,1(1) r2

1,2(1)

⎤

⎦,

R1(2) =
⎡

⎣
r1

1,1(2) r1
1,2(2)

r2
1,1(2) r2

1,2(2)

⎤

⎦.

(26)

Then, the ML space-time decoding is performed for each
Ri(n).

Remark 1. In the discussion above, we focused on STC-
CFFH system for the downlink case, where the information
is transmitted from base station to the multiple users. In
the uplink case, the secure permutation index is encrypted
and transmitted from base station to each user, prior to the
user transmission. Then during the transmission, each user

only transmits on the subcarriers assigned to him/her. The
receiver at the base station separates each user’s transmitted
data. In order for the user to use space-time coding, each user
needs to have at least two antennas.

5. Performance Analysis of STC-CFFH

In this section, we investigate the spectral efficiency and the
performance of the proposed schemes under jamming inter-
ference over frequency selective fading environments. First,
the system performance in jamming-free case is analyzed.
Second, the system performance under hostile jamming is
investigated. Finally, the spectral efficiency comparison of the
proposed schemes and the conventional FH-OFDMA system
is performed.

5.1. System Performance in Jamming-Free Case. First, we
analyze the pairwise error probability of the STC-CFFH
system under Rayleigh fading. Assume ideal channel state
information (CSI) and perfect synchronization between
transmitter and receiver. Recall that the ML space-time
decoding rule for the extracted symbol matrix Ri(n) is given
by (23).

Denote the pairwise error probability of transmitting
Xi(n) and deciding in favor of another codeword X̂i(n),

given the realizations of the fading channel H
j,m
i,t (n), as

P(Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m
i,t (n)). This pairwise error probability is

bounded by [22, see page 255]

P
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m

i,t (n)
)
≤ exp

(

−d2
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n)

) Es
4N0

)

,

(27)

where Es is the average symbol energy, N0 is the noise power
spectral density, and d2(Xi(n), X̂i(n)) is a modified Euclidean
distance between the two space-time codewords Xi(n) and
X̂i(n) and is given by

d2
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n)

)
=

nT∑

t=1

nR∑

j=1

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

nT∑

m=1

H
j,m
i,t (n)(x̂mi,t(n)− xmi,t(n))

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

,

(28)

where x̂mi,t(n) is the estimated version of xmi,t(n).
Let us define a codeword difference matrix C(Xi(n),

X̂i(n)) = Xi(n)−X̂i(n) and define a codeword distance matrix
B(Xi(n), X̂i(n)) with rank rB as

B
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n)

)
= C

(
Xi(n), X̂i(n)

)
· C

(
Xi(n), X̂i(n)

)H
,

(29)
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where H denotes the Hermitian operator. Since the matrix
B(Xi(n), X̂i(n)) is a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix,
the eigenvalues of B(Xi(n), X̂i(n)) are nonnegative real
numbers, denoted as λ1, λ2, . . . , λrB .

After averaging with respect to the Rayleigh fading
coefficients, the upper bound of pairwise error probability
can be obtained as [23]

P
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m

i,t (n)
)
≤
⎛

⎝
rB∏

j=1

λj

⎞

⎠

−nR(
Es

4N0

)−rBnR
. (30)

In the case of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the upper
bound in (30) can be expressed as [22],

P
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m

i,t (n)
)
≤
⎛

⎝1 +
Es

4N0

rB∑

j=1

λj

⎞

⎠

−nR

. (31)

5.2. System Performance under Hostile Jamming. In this
subsection, we will first introduce the jamming models, and
then analyze the system performance under both full-band
jamming and partial-band jamming.

5.2.1. Jamming Models. Jamming interference in the OFDM
framework can severely degrade the system performance
[24]. Each extracted symbol in the matrix Ri(n) that
experiences jamming interference is given as

r
j
i,t(n) =

nT∑

m=1

H
j,m
i,t (n)xmi,t(n) + n

j
i,t(n) + J

j
i,t(n), (32)

where J
j
i,t(n) is the jamming interference at the jth receive

antenna for tth symbol of the nth group for ith user. Assume

that all jamming interference J
j
i,t(n) has the same power

spectral density NJ , then the signal-to-jamming plus noise
ratio (SJNR) at the receiver is represented by SJNR = Es/(N0 +
NJ). When the noise is dominated by jamming, the SJNR can
be represented as the signal-to-jamming ratio (SJR) where
SJR = Es/NJ .

Partial-band jamming [25–27] is generally characterized
by the additive Gaussian noise interference with flat power
spectral density NJ/ρ over a fraction ρ of the total bandwidth
and negligible interference over the remaining fraction (1−ρ)
of the band. ρ is also referred to as the jammer occupancy and
is given as

ρ = WJ

WS
≤ 1, (33)

where WJ is the jamming bandwidth, and WS is the
total signal bandwidth. For CFFH, partial-band jamming
means that the jamming power is concentrated on a certain
group of subcarriers. Let nJ denote the number of jammed
subcarriers, then the jamming ratio ρ is given by ρ = nJ /nT .
For a particular code matrix Xi(n), this means that on
average, ρnT subcarriers are jammed out of nT subcarriers
used by Xi(n).

When ρ = 1, the jamming power is uniformly distributed
over the entire bandwidth. In this case, the partial-band

jamming becomes full-band jamming [28, 29]. For a CFFH
system, full-band jamming means that the jamming power is
uniformly distributed over all Nc.

5.2.2. System Performance under Rayleigh Fading and Full-
Band Jamming. In the presence of Rayleigh fading and
full-band jamming, the pairwise error probability can be
expressed in terms of the jamming power spectral density NJ

and average signal power Es. In the case of high SNR, the
upper bound in (30) can be expressed as

P
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m

i,t (n)
)
≤
⎛

⎝
rB∏

j=1

λj

⎞

⎠

−nR(
Es

4NJ

)−rBnR
. (34)

From (31), the upper bound in the presence of Rayleigh
fading and full-band jamming can be expressed as

P
(
Xi(n), X̂i(n) | H j,m

i,t (n)
)
≤
⎛

⎝1 +
Es

4(N0 +NJ)

rB∑

j=1

λj

⎞

⎠

−nR

.

(35)

As will be confirmed in Section 6: for the STC-CFFH system,
the space-frequency diversity gain is insignificant at low
SJNR; however, the diversity gain becomes noticeable at high
SJNR.

5.2.3. System Performance under Rayleigh Fading and Partial-
Band Jamming. Recall that each column of the received
symbol matrix Ri(n) is obtained from the same subcarrier in
all received antennas. When we have partial-band jamming,
most likely not all columns of Ri(n) are jammed, since each
column is transmitted though different subcarriers. Thus the
receiver may be able to recover the transmitted signal relying
on the jamming-free columns.

Orthogonal space-time codes (OSTCs) are capable of
perfectly decoding the transmitted symbols under partial-
band jamming and noise-free environments when at least
one frequency band is not jammed. We consider a nT =
4 space-time orthogonal block code design as an example.
Following the same notation convention in the STC-CFFH
transmitter example in Section 4, the code matrix with
transmit symbols xi,t(n) for t = 1, 2, 3, 4, is represented as

Xi(n) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

xi,1(n) xi,2(n) xi,3(n) xi,4(n)

−xi,2(n) xi,1(n) −xi,4(n) xi,3(n)

−xi,3(n) xi,4(n) xi,1(n) −xi,2(n)

−xi,4(n) −xi,3(n) xi,2(n) xi,1(n)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (36)

Due to the orthogonality of the code design, each frequency
band contains full information about the transmitted sym-
bols. As a result, the transmitted symbols are recovered
perfectly when there is at least one unjammed frequency
band.

In this case, the average probability of error Pe can be
expressed as

Pe =
4∑

i=0

Pe,i Pr
{
iout of 4 bands are jammed

}
, (37)
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Figure 3: Probability of collision (Ph) versus the number of users
(starting at the two-user case) for Nc = 64.

where Pe,i is the probability of error when i out of 4 bands are
jammed.

5.3. Spectral Efficiency. One major challenge in the current
FH-OFDMA system is collision. In FH-OFDMA, multiple
users hop their subcarrier frequencies independently. If two
users transmit simultaneously in the same frequency band, a
collision or hit occurs. In this case, the probability of bit error
is generally assumed to be 0.5 [30].

If there are Nc available channels and M active users (i.e.,
M − 1 possible interfering users), all Nc channels are equally
probable and all users are independent. Even if each user
only transmit over a single carrier, then the probability that a
collision occurs is given by

Ph = 1−
(

1− 1
Nc

)M−1

≈ M − 1
Nc

when Nc is large.

(38)

Taking Nc = 64 as an example, the relationship between
the probability of collision and the number of active users
is shown in Figure 3. The high collision probability severely
limits the number of users that can be simultaneously
supported by an FH-OFDMA system.

In this example,Nc = 64, for a required BER of 0.04, only
6 users can be supported. That is, only 6 out of 64 subcarriers
can be used simultaneously, and the carrier efficiency is
6/64 = 9.38%. On the other hand, due to the collision-
free design, CFFH has the same spectral efficiency and
BER performance as that of OFDM. For CFFH, the carrier
efficiency is 100% with a much better BER performance. In
this particular case, CFFH is approximately 10.67 times more
efficient than the conventional FH-OFDMA system. This fact
is further illustrated in Simulation Example 1 of Section 6.
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Figure 4: BER performance over AWGN channel of the CFFH, FH-
OFDMA, and the conventional FH systems with M = 8 users and
Nc = 128 available subcarriers.

6. Simulation Examples

In this section, we provide simulation examples to demon-
strate the performance of the proposed schemes. First, the
bit error performance of the proposed CFFH scheme, and
the conventional FH and FH-OFDMA systems is performed
under AWGN channels. Second, the bit error performance of
the proposed CFFH and STC-CFFH schemes and the STC-
OFDM system is performed over a frequency selective fading
channel with partial-band jamming.

Simulation Example 1. We consider the conventional FH, the
FH-OFDMA and the proposed CFFH systems, each with
M = 8 users and Nc = 128 available subcarriers. The
conventional FH system uses four-frequency shift keying
(4-FSK) modulation, where each user transmits over a
single carrier. Both the proposed CFFH and FH-OFDMA
systems transmit 16-QAM symbols, and each user is assigned
16 subcarriers. The average bit error rate (BER) versus
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance over AWGN
channels of the systems is illustrated in Figure 4. As can be
seen, the proposed CFFH scheme delivers excellent results
since the multiuser access interference (MAI) is avoided. The
conventional FH and FH-OFDMA schemes, on the other
hand, are severely limited by collision effect among users.

Simulation Example 2. The BER performance of the STC-
OFDM scheme and the proposed STC-CFFH and CFFH
schemes is evaluated by simulations. The simulations are
carried out over a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel
with partial-band jamming. A 2 × 2 Alamouti scheme is
applied to the proposed STC-CFFH system. We assume
perfect timing and frequency synchronization as well as
uncorrelated channels for each antenna. The total number
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Figure 5: Comparison of the BER over frequency selective fading
channel with partial-band jamming. Number of subcarriers Nc =
256, number of users = 16, and SJR = 0 dB.

of available subcarriers is Nc = 256, and the number of users
is M = 16; therefore, each user is assigned 16 subcarriers.

We consider the performance of three systems that
transmits 16-QAM symbols: (i) the proposed CFFH system;
(ii) an STC-OFDM system, (iii) the proposed STC-CFFH
system. For system (ii), each user transmits on 16 fixed
subcarriers. In systems (i) and (iii), each user transmits on
16 pseudorandom secure subcarriers. We assume that the
jammer intentionally interferes 16 subcarriers out of the
whole band.

Figure 5 depicts the BER versus SNR over frequency
selective fading with SJR = 0 dB. Due to secure subcarrier
assignment, the proposed CFFH system outperforms the
STC-OFDM system. The pseudorandom secure subcarrier
assignment randomizes each users’ subcarrier occupancy
(i.e., spectrum occupancy) at a given time, therefore allowing
for multiple access over a wide range of frequencies.
Furthermore, incorporating space-time coding into CFFH
significantly increases the BER performance. We also noticed
that at high SNR levels, the performance limiting factor
for all systems is the partial-band jamming. In Figure 6,
the BER versus the jammer occupancy (ρ) is evaluated
with SNR=10 dB and SJR=0 dB for the three systems. Recall
that the jammer occupancy is the fraction of subcarriers
that experience interference. We can see that the STC-
CFFH system outperforms the other systems for all ρ < 1.
This example shows that STC-CFFH is very robust under
jamming interference.

We also observed that due to the randomness in the
frequency hopping pattern as well as the fact that the system
ensures collision-free transmission among the users, the
performance of the proposed system remains the same as the
number of users varies in the system.
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Figure 6: BER versus jammer occupancy over frequency selective
fading channel with partial-band to full-band jamming. Number of
subcarriers Nc = 256, number of users = 16, SJR = 0 dB, and SNR
= 10 dB.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a secure collision-free frequency
hopping scheme. Based on the OFDMA framework and
the secure subcarrier assignment algorithm, the proposed
CFFH system can achieve high spectral efficiency through
collision-free multiple access. While keeping the inherent
antijamming and anti-interception security features of the
FH system, CFFH can achieve the same spectral efficiency
as that of OFDM and can relax the strict synchroniza-
tion requirement suffered by the conventional FH systems.
Furthermore, we enhanced the jamming resistance of the
CFFH scheme by incorporating space-time coding to the
proposed scheme. The OFDMA-based dynamic spectrum
access control scheme proposed in this paper can be applied
directly for secure and efficient spectrum sharing among
different users and services in cognitive networks.
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